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Content warning
This presentation contains examples of and reactions to racist, 
sexist, ableist, and violent language in the context of technical 
jargon and project names.
“For Regynald Augustin, a Black programmer at Twitter, the 
impetus for change arrived in an email last year with the 
phrase "automatic slave rekick."
The words were just part of an engineering discussion about 
restarting a secondary process, but they prompted Augustin 
to start trying to change Twitter's use of words with racist 
connections. Augustin was used to seeing the term "slave" in 
technical contexts. "But with 'rekick' -- I was madder than I 
ever thought I'd be in the workplace," he said.”
Shankland, Stephen. (2020, July 2). Twitter engineers replacing racially loaded tech terms like “master,” 
“slave.” CNET. https://www.cnet.com/news/twitter-engineers-replace-racially-loaded-tech-terms-like-
master-slave/
“This is the air we breathe, for all intents and purposes. When 
your diversity starts to reflect the actual population, people 
start to realize, ‘This air works for me, but it might not work for 
other people,’” Hoyes said. “As a Black woman who exists in 
that air, there are a lot of things I shove to the side because I 
don’t have that time in the day. I have to pick my battles.”
--Peta Hoyes, COO and partner at Tag1 Consulting
Hunter, Tatum. (2020, July 26). Terms like ‘slave’ and ‘master’ finally have their reckoning. It’s a start. Built 
In. https://builtin.com/software-engineering-perspectives/offensive-code-terminology-changes
A brief history of “master/slave” changes
• 2003: LA County asks vendors to stop using "master/slave” 
language (resulting in Snopes fact check)
• 2014: Django project stops using “master/slave”
• 2018: Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) published first draft 
“Terminology, Power and Oppressive Language” document 
recommending alternatives to master/slave and 
whitelist/blacklist
• 2020: UK National Cyber Security Centre replaces 
whitelist/blacklist with “allow list” and “deny list”
• 2020: GitHub replaces “master” with “main” for new repositories
Changes to terminology, in progress
• master/slave => primary/secondary, primary/replica, 
active/standby, main/secondary
• whitelist/blacklist => allowlist/blocklist, allowlist/denylist, 
permit/deny
• Grandfathered => Legacy status
• Dummy value => Placeholder/sample value
• Sanity check => Quick, confidence, coherence check
• Man hours => person hours
• Using gender-neutral pronouns
• Replacing non-English slurs
Indeed, there is an entire book on the subject, written by renowned authority on race, Frantz 
Fanon. In his book “Black Skin, White Masks,” Fanon makes several persuasive arguments that 
standard language encodes subconscious in-group, out-group preferences [Fanon].
In the case of blacklist-whitelist in the technical documentation of I-Ds and RFCs, it is entirely a 
term of art and an arbitrary metaphorical construct with no technical merit. There are scientific 
uses of black that are related to light– black holes are black because light cannot escape them. 
Blacklist-whitelist is not a metaphor for lightness or darkness, it is a good-evil metaphor and 
therefore this trope has significant impact on how people are seen and treated. As we’ve 
seen with metaphors, its use is pervasive and, though not necessarily conscious, perceptions do 
get promulgated through culture and repetition.
As with master-slave, we save our technical argument for last, referencing and presenting 
first the reasons for the use of non-offensive, alternative terminology for the sake of our 
humanity. Indeed, our technical argument is incredibly succinct: Why use a metaphor 
when a direct description is both succinct and clear? There can be absolutely no ambiguity 
if one uses the terms, as suggested below, allow-block rather than white-black.
Knodel, Mallory and ten Oliver, Niels. (August 24, 2020). “Terminology, power, and inclusive language in 




• “The name was originally (and remains) an acronym; although the word 
‘gimp’ can be used offensively in some cultures, that is not our intent.”
• Tradition
• “The meaning of a word is defined by its use, by the context. In this case, 
master/slave is used by every database server, in every documentation”
• Etymological debates
• “Good intentions, but I doubt there's any relation of the origin of the 
terms blacklist/whitelist to race. There are many idioms and phrases in 
the English language that make use of colours without any racial 
backstories.”
Opposition to change (continued)
• Hey, it’s free (bonus: [group representative] wasn’t offended)
• “Unfortunately, I didn't choose the name of the library: as you can clearly 
see on the credits section of the README, Upskirt is a fork of an original 
project by Natacha Porté. If you have any issues regarding the name of 
the library, you should probably contact her and demand an explanation. 
Make sure to remind her how deeply offended you are, and possibly ask 
for your money back.”
• Slippery slope
• “I think we need to reform Python and its use of WHITEspace. This is all 
wrong.”
• 1984 references
• “etymology is quite important. in the end, we might consider plain words 
„black“ and „white“ racist and enter the realms of newspeak which i figure 
you especially, @dhh, are familiar with.”
“[A]s assistant professor of computer science at Howard 
University, [Dr. Gloria] Washington says the master/slave 
terminology reflects how systemic racism was “built into the 
fabric of computer science.” She supports changing the terms, 
but considers these gestures purely symbolic if tech 
companies do not appoint diverse people, particularly Black 
people, to leadership positions—positions beyond serving as 
“the faces of diversity and inclusion.”
Landau, Elizabeth. (2020, July 6). Tech confronts its use of the labels ‘master’ and ‘slave.’ Wired. 
https://www.wired.com/story/tech-confronts-use-labels-master-slave/
“We as members, contributors, and leaders pledge to make 
participation in our community a harassment-free experience 
for everyone, regardless of age, body size, visible or invisible 
disability, ethnicity, sex characteristics, gender identity and 
expression, level of experience, education, socio-economic 
status, nationality, personal appearance, race, caste, color, 
religion, or sexual identity and orientation.
We pledge to act and interact in ways that contribute to an 
open, welcoming, diverse, inclusive, and healthy community.”
Ehmke, Coraline Ada. (2014). Contributor Covenant Code of Conduct. https://www.contributor-
covenant.org/version/2/0/code_of_conduct/
Unique perspective of infrastructure work 
• We specialize in the computational intersections of digital 
services, data, and related processes across the Libraries
• Problems related to user privacy and security, systems bias, 
and accessibility are formed from the combinations and 
accumulations of these streams
• It’s easy for us to forget that we are often the last and/or 
only people able to identify and mitigate these issues
• This must be one of our core competencies and values
Normalizing continual improvement
• Continual improvement beyond tech skills
• Building habits and defining new norms
• Continually reflecting on how we:
• Include or exclude people
• Support or harm people
• Reject or reproduce oppressive systems
Improving language in our systems
A case study: our version control system
Background
• Late 1990s in the Library*
• CVS (Concurrent Versions System)
• Used in IT Operations to manage Linux server configuration files
• Mid aughts in the Library
• Subversion became stable and we quickly adopted it
• Operations and Software Development
• Small user base: under 10
*Library means University Libraries and Health Sciences Library
Background...
• Meanwhile in the mid aughts...
• Linux kernel project and other large open source projects 
were reshaping the version control environment
• Licensing issues with the commercial distributed software
• Centralized systems were not able to cope with scale
• Scale as in
• Lines of code
• Number of developers
• Geographic dispersion of developers
Background...
• From that churn, git emerged as the winner and is now, by 
far, the most widely used version control management 
system both in commercial and open source projects
• First internal adoption in the Library in the early teens
• By the late teens it was hosting the vast majority of our 
projects.
Background...
• At the same time there was an explosion in who in the 
Library was using version control
• IT operations
• Software development
• Manuscripts Department Finding Aids
• Library Data Strategy and Services
• Digital Research Services
• Health Sciences Libraries
Background...
• Today...
• Local Gitlab instance
• 500+ projects in 29 Groups
• 64 Active users, 29 of whom manage projects.
• Public GitHub space
• 76 repositories with 28 users:
• Carolina Digital Repository source code
• Archival description procedures documentation
• longleaf preservation toolset source code
Background...
• Heavily embedded in our everyday work
• Our text editors
• Commits are linked to cards on our Kanban and Sprint boards in 
JIRA
• GitLab to manage
• Groups and Projects
• Workflow (e.g. pull requests)






• subversion is agnostic about what you name the "stream" or 
branch you create when you initialize a project. By 
convention:
• trunk for the main workflow
• branches for bug fixes and new features
• tags to mark releases
The Problem…
• git, however, made an unfortunate choice, to use the term 
master for the initial stream or branch.
• Even more unfortunate choice to hard code that decision
• No configuration option to go back to trunk or use more neutral 
terms such as main or default
• Best you can do: rename the branch after it is created.
Remediation
• Time Frame: May and June 2020
• Our decisions
• Follow the emerging consensus to use the term main
• Update our repositories and rename the initial branch
• Research, document, and test best practices for renaming branches 
in a distributed version control system
• Technical Leads
• Emily Brassell: Associate Head, Software Development Department
• Christina Cortland: Library Software Applications Developer
Remediation
• First Pass: all (67 at the time) public repositories and our 
deploy scripts.
• Second Pass: 253 private repositories and their deploy 
scripts as we used them.
• Continue to update less often used private repositories as 
they are being accessed.
Remediation... fixing the default
• In the meantime, ...
• Still means you must rename the default branch every time you 
create a new project.
• The community created a configuration hack that makes git think 
it is re-initializing a project with the default having already been 
renamed main rather than initializing a new project.
• Adapted that for local use here in the Library and deployed it 
to our Linux servers.
git_main
And of course, manage the 
project in JIRA, git and 
GitLab...
And deployed it with Ansible
Whenever we build a new 
host and install git this 
Ansible role can be applied as 
part of the build.
Remediation... fixing the default
• The future is looking better
• In July 2020 with the release of git version 2.28.0:
"The name of the primary branch in existing repositories, and the default 
name used for the first branch in newly created repositories, is made 
configurable, so that we can eventually wean ourselves off of the 
hardcoded 'master'."
• As soon as we have upstream support, we will upgrade.
• As of mid-March 2021, GitLab lets you configure the default 
branch.
Other work...
• Changing Preservation Master to Preservation Instance:
• https://github.com/UNC-Libraries/jitterbug/pull/93
• Where we can replace whitelist / blacklist with allowlist / denylist
• This work has been completed
• Firewall configuration
• clamav virus scanning software configuration
• As we run across...
• Replace dummy value with placeholder or sample
• Replace sanity check with coherence check
• There remain, however, places where these terms are hard coded and 
we cannot make any changes
Thank you!
